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multiply the effectiveness of your campaigns with marketing automation marketing automation
technology has been shown to dramatically increase lead conversions and average deal sizes as well
as improving forecasting and customer segmentation a subset of crm it focuses on defining scheduling
segmenting and tracking marketing campaigns this friendly book demystifies marketing automation in
straightforward terms helping you leverage the tools and handle the processes that will enable a
seamless integration with your crm program learn to establish a buyer profile assess your needs
select tools create a lead scoring model and much more marketing automation is a next generation crm
related tool for increasing lead conversions and improving forecasting and customer segmentation
this book provides an easy to understand introduction to the tools and technology helping you
evaluate your current processes choose the appropriate tools and follow best practices in making
the most of them written by mathew sweezey marketing automation evangelist at pardot exacttarget
a leading provider of marketing automation solutions covers working with the marketing lifecycle
evaluating your assets integrating marketing automation with crm and with other processes
nurturing your leads and using marketing automation to reach buyers via e mail social media and more
marketing automation for dummies is the ideal guide to get you up and running with marketing
automation putting your business on the cutting edge and enhancing your competitiveness python���
���������������� python 3�� ������������������������ financing the entrepreneurial
venture focuses on financial management within entrepreneurial firms most of these are young firms
although some are more established the book examines these firms at all phases of their life cycle from
the initial idea generation to the ultimate harvesting of the venture the book covers firms in a diverse
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set of industries including high technology low technology and services a significant fraction of the
cases focus on non u s ventures additionally the issues of gender and diversity are addressed in a
number of settings this is the first book to deal with automatic diatom identification it provides the
necessary background information concerning diatom research useful for both diatomists and non
diatomists it deals with the development of electronic databases image preprocessing automatic
contour extraction the application of existing contour and ornamentation features and the
development of new ones as well as the application of different classifiers neural networks decision
trees etc these are tested using two image sets i a very difficult set of sellaphora pupula with 6
demes and 120 images ii a mixed genera set with 37 taxa and approximately 800 images the results are
excellent and recognition rates well above 90 have been achieved on both sets the results are
compared with identification rates obtained by human experts one chapter of the book deals with
automatic image capture i e microscope slide scanning at different resolutions using a motorized
microscope stage autofocusing multifocus fusion and particle screening to select only diatoms and
to reject debris this book is the final scientific report of the european adiac project automatic diatom
identification and classification and it lists the web sites with the created public databases and an
identification demo contents introduction to adiac and this book h du buf m m bayer diatoms organism
and image d g mann diatom applications r j telford et al adiac imaging techniques and databases m m
bayer s juggins human error and quality assurance in diatom analysis m g kelly et al contour
extraction s fischer et al identification using classical and new features in combination with decision
tree ensembles s fischer h bunke identification by curvature of convex and concave segments r e loke h
du buf identification by contour profiling and legendre polynomials a ciobanu h du buf identification by
gabor features l m santos h du buf identification by mathematical morphology m h f wilkinson et al
mixed method identifications m a westenberg j b t m roerdink automatic slide scanning j l pech pacheco g
crist�bal adiac achievements and future work h du buf m m bayer readership researchers in pattern
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recognition and computer vision researchers working with diatoms and psychologists keywords �� ��
����� ���������3����� 60�������� �������������� ���������������������� for
more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information
for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly
publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global
it media network scenes of lamentation by tera driscoll sian wilson is like most fifteen year olds
nothing seems to go his way and the whole world is against him or at least he seems to think so living
in a family of fifteen makes even the smallest of problems much harder how in the world is he to even
imagine getting help for sexuality confusion loneliness or depression an international interdisciplinary
and interreligious retrospective examination of hans jonas 1903 1993 that engages his ideas in light
of existentialism utopian thought process philosophy and theology zionism and environmentalism from
the creation of the first volunteer paratroop unit shortly after the birth of israel and of the israeli
defense force this arm of service has been recognized as elite they have also been the first choice for
daring special missions and it is mainly from their ranks that israel s special forces units have been
recruited a unique aspect of the israeli military is the cross posting of officers from the airborne
armoured and other units to ensure that all unit commanders share their aggressive qualities and
thorough understanding of the capabilities of all arms in this way the influence of the paratroop arm
has been out of proportion to its size this fully illustrated study is a complete history of israeli
paratroopers from its creation to the present day including relevant developments in their role and
organization as well as their achievements and setbacks in conflicts such as the six days war and
yom kippur war this book is designed to meet the continued need to re learn the principles of treatment
of complex war injuries to the extremities in order to minimize post traumatic and post treatment
complications and optimize functional recovery most of the chapters are based on the unique
experience gained in the treatment of military personnel who have suffered modern combat trauma and
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civilian victims of terror attacks at a single large level 1 trauma center the remaining chapters
present the experience of leading international authorities in trauma and reconstructive surgery a
staged treatment protocol is presented ranging from primary damage control through to definitive
functional limb reconstruction the organization of medical aid anesthesiology diagnostic imaging
infection prophylaxis and management of complications are reviewed and a special chapter is devoted
to the challenging dilemma of limb salvage versus amputation in the treatment of limbs at risk vols
for 1970 71 includes manufacturers catalogs ������������������� ������� ����������
��������������������� this book tells the fascinating millennia long story of peoples around
the world who have claimed an israelite identity and history agritourism describes the activity of
holiday making in rural areas specifically for those seeking a rural experience activities can include
wine tours outdoor sports participation in the rural lifestyle and local community enjoyment of the
natural environment and the opportunity to enjoy truly locally produced food agritourism forms a
significant proportion of the tourism sector and its growth is set to continue in both developed and
developing countries the authors present the depth and variety of agritourism practiced around the
world and cover all aspects of the economics and organization of agritourism topics discussed
include agricultural economics rural development marketing rural policy different products and
services available and the characteristics of agritourists vols for 1970 71 includes manufacturers
catalogs �the author provides a thoughtfully explored wide ranging description of the literature
and concludes that followership deserves more attention than it has in the past in focusing on
followers as the chief producers of the phenomenon the book is one of the few attempys to deviate
from the common model of explaining leadership with reference to the leader�s characteristics and
action this creative and challenging book will be important to social psychologists sociologists
managers and political scientists � � d sydiaha choice �firmly grounded in psychological knowledge
based on detailed historical case studies highly readable and offering a multitude of examples from
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many leadership spheres popper�s book offers a fresh and important perspective from which to
understand the phenomenon of leadership it is one of the very few attempts to deviate from the extant
paradigm of explaining leadership with reference to the leader�s characteristics and actions and focus
instead on the followers as the chief producers of the phenomenon this perspective challenges some of
the basic assumptions on which current practices of leader selection and training are based � � boas
shamir hebrew university israel why are we attracted to leaders does this attraction have universal
origins or is it culture bound why and how are certain concepts and myths regarding leaders generated
analysing the psychology of followers this unique book explores these important questions micha
popper expertly offers new and surprising insights regarding the leadership phenomenon whilst providing
relevant examples this inspiring book posits that followers are the key to understanding the
leadership phenomenon it analyses leader�follower dynamics in social and organizational settings and
in politics which will strongly appeal to students of social psychology sociology management and
political sciences the book provides examples and in depth analyses of �the psychology of
followership in everyday life� and will therefore prove invaluable for managers a special emphasis is
given to leader�follower dynamics at various levels of organizational life however smart they are
from a social perspective children do not really count until maturity then all of a sudden society
expects responsibility independence and in particular commitment this viewpoint shared by so many
children and young people today is the basis of much disaffection among youth this miscalculation
and how to combat it is the major theme of this book the social qualities expected of young people do
not come to them automatically children need to be guided through social experiences to develop
responsibility and commitment the most effective way to inculcate these qualities is to involve
children through their active participation in their education and welfare the book reviews the
theoretical framework for participation by children and young people and discusses fields of practice
where participation is of great importance including local youth policy education and professional
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youth care micha de winter is a professor of child care and in this book he draws on his many years of
experience to produce a work which is authoritative inspiring and convincing children as fellow citizens
is essential reading for those involved in youth and social policy educators and social scientists as
well as social service and health care professionals transcending 20th century notions of race and
culture pe�a s work succeeds in simultaneously touching our hearts stimulating our minds and
examining our society david henry hwang christopher oscar pe�a is a latinx american playwright and
screenwriter whose works frequently focus on stories that deal with bicultural identities sexuality
and growing up in the modern world in this first collected works three of his plays are brought
together with an introduction by director mark armstrong together they offer a progressive and
formally inventive collection of work to inspire theatre makers actors and students alike how to
make an american son a model immigrant and business mogul honduran born mando s cleaning empire is
bracing for a downturn at the exact same moment when he must rein in his over privileged american son
orlando a moving coming of age comedy about the complexities of privilege citizenship sexual identity
and the most complex relationship of all family the strangers cris returns to a place he once used to
know only to find a world he no longer recognizes as he connects with a new stranger tasked to
show him around town an unexpected spark challenges all of cris preconceived notions a cautionary
tail first generation chinese americans growing up in new york city siblings vivienne and luke confront
their confused tangle of family their diverse array of friends and their rampant sexuality in our digital
age how can they navigate the traditional expectations of their mother with their american culture
of individuality in this study of vernacular french narrative from the twelfth century through the
later middle ages first published in 2000 donald maddox considers the construction of identity in a
wide range of fictions he focuses on crucial encounters widespread in medieval literature in which
characters are informed about fundamental aspects of their own circumstances and selfhood these
always arresting and highly significant moments of specular encounter are examined in numerous old
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and middle french romances hagiographic texts epics and brief narratives maddox discloses the key role
of identity in an original reading of the lais of marie de france as a unified collection as well as in
arthurian literature fictions of the courtly tryst genealogies and medieval family romance the study
offers many new perspectives on the poetic and cultural implications of identity as an imaginary
construct during the long formative period of french literature seeking to extend the debate on the
diversity of democracy this book provides the reader with a comprehensive account of how two
different global actors the european union and the world social forum respond to the challenges of
globalization with various models of democracy and modes of cooperation at the transnational
level analysing eu democracy assistance in the eu s neighbourhood fiedlschuster sheds light on the
complex relationship between the eu and civil society although the eu perceives a vital civil society
as crucial for democracy its mix of a governance approach with deliberative and participatory
democracy will unlikely result in a citizen centred democracy the book also provides a compelling
account of the world social forum and its participants interviewed for this work attempt to answer
one of the challenges of contemporary globalization how can civil society pursue democratically
global social change fiedlschuster skilfully deploys various sociological approaches not only to
analyse concepts and practices of democracy by transnational activists but also to throw light on
the tensions between democratic idealism and anti democratic tendencies in the forum this book will be
of wide interest to students and academics including those working within political sociology
european union politics and globalization this open access book lncs 13353 constitutes the
proceedings of the 7th international conference on electronic voting e vote id 2022 held in bregenz
austria in october 2022 the 10 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 39
submissions the conference collected the most relevant debates on the development of electronic
voting from aspects relating to security and usability through to practical experiences and
applications of voting systems also including legal social or political aspects amongst others
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directed since its inception in 1978 by val bourne the dance umbrella festival has long been an integral
part in the development of british dance and has become a major landmark on the international circuit
this history charts the festival s fortunes over two decades highlighting not only the programming
and performances but also the regional and touring projects the adminstrative and marketing schemes
and the initiatives related to music film and design with illustrations by celebrated dance
photographers the book also includes detailed information on the programmes management and staff of
the festival this book will prove essential reading for anyone interested in the current dance scene for
the story of dance umbrella not only reflects the changing world of dance but shows the festival as
an active player in creating that history book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north
america inc all rights reserved
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Bibliographic Guide to Dance 1997 multiply the effectiveness of your campaigns with marketing
automation marketing automation technology has been shown to dramatically increase lead
conversions and average deal sizes as well as improving forecasting and customer segmentation a
subset of crm it focuses on defining scheduling segmenting and tracking marketing campaigns this
friendly book demystifies marketing automation in straightforward terms helping you leverage the
tools and handle the processes that will enable a seamless integration with your crm program learn
to establish a buyer profile assess your needs select tools create a lead scoring model and much more
marketing automation is a next generation crm related tool for increasing lead conversions and
improving forecasting and customer segmentation this book provides an easy to understand
introduction to the tools and technology helping you evaluate your current processes choose the
appropriate tools and follow best practices in making the most of them written by mathew sweezey
marketing automation evangelist at pardot exacttarget a leading provider of marketing automation
solutions covers working with the marketing lifecycle evaluating your assets integrating marketing
automation with crm and with other processes nurturing your leads and using marketing automation
to reach buyers via e mail social media and more marketing automation for dummies is the ideal guide to
get you up and running with marketing automation putting your business on the cutting edge and
enhancing your competitiveness
Marketing Automation For Dummies 2014-04-14 python������������������� python 3�� ���
���������������������
CATV. 1976-10-18 financing the entrepreneurial venture focuses on financial management within
entrepreneurial firms most of these are young firms although some are more established the book
examines these firms at all phases of their life cycle from the initial idea generation to the ultimate
harvesting of the venture the book covers firms in a diverse set of industries including high technology
low technology and services a significant fraction of the cases focus on non u s ventures
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additionally the issues of gender and diversity are addressed in a number of settings
���������Python �2� 2023-04-14 this is the first book to deal with automatic diatom
identification it provides the necessary background information concerning diatom research useful for
both diatomists and non diatomists it deals with the development of electronic databases image
preprocessing automatic contour extraction the application of existing contour and ornamentation
features and the development of new ones as well as the application of different classifiers neural
networks decision trees etc these are tested using two image sets i a very difficult set of sellaphora
pupula with 6 demes and 120 images ii a mixed genera set with 37 taxa and approximately 800 images
the results are excellent and recognition rates well above 90 have been achieved on both sets the
results are compared with identification rates obtained by human experts one chapter of the book
deals with automatic image capture i e microscope slide scanning at different resolutions using a
motorized microscope stage autofocusing multifocus fusion and particle screening to select only
diatoms and to reject debris this book is the final scientific report of the european adiac project
automatic diatom identification and classification and it lists the web sites with the created public
databases and an identification demo contents introduction to adiac and this book h du buf m m bayer
diatoms organism and image d g mann diatom applications r j telford et al adiac imaging techniques and
databases m m bayer s juggins human error and quality assurance in diatom analysis m g kelly et al
contour extraction s fischer et al identification using classical and new features in combination with
decision tree ensembles s fischer h bunke identification by curvature of convex and concave segments r e
loke h du buf identification by contour profiling and legendre polynomials a ciobanu h du buf
identification by gabor features l m santos h du buf identification by mathematical morphology m h f
wilkinson et al mixed method identifications m a westenberg j b t m roerdink automatic slide scanning j l
pech pacheco g crist�bal adiac achievements and future work h du buf m m bayer readership researchers
in pattern recognition and computer vision researchers working with diatoms and psychologists
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keywords
Financing the Entrepreneurial Venture 2024-05-14 �� ������� ���������3����� 60�������
� �������������� ����������������������
The Hollywood Reporter 1990 for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of
technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site
computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the
hub of the world s largest global it media network
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 2001 scenes of lamentation by
tera driscoll sian wilson is like most fifteen year olds nothing seems to go his way and the whole
world is against him or at least he seems to think so living in a family of fifteen makes even the
smallest of problems much harder how in the world is he to even imagine getting help for sexuality
confusion loneliness or depression
Index to Dance Periodicals 2001 an international interdisciplinary and interreligious retrospective
examination of hans jonas 1903 1993 that engages his ideas in light of existentialism utopian
thought process philosophy and theology zionism and environmentalism
Automatic Diatom Identification 2002-07-12 from the creation of the first volunteer paratroop
unit shortly after the birth of israel and of the israeli defense force this arm of service has been
recognized as elite they have also been the first choice for daring special missions and it is mainly from
their ranks that israel s special forces units have been recruited a unique aspect of the israeli military
is the cross posting of officers from the airborne armoured and other units to ensure that all unit
commanders share their aggressive qualities and thorough understanding of the capabilities of all
arms in this way the influence of the paratroop arm has been out of proportion to its size this fully
illustrated study is a complete history of israeli paratroopers from its creation to the present day
including relevant developments in their role and organization as well as their achievements and
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setbacks in conflicts such as the six days war and yom kippur war
������ 2003-07-30 this book is designed to meet the continued need to re learn the principles of
treatment of complex war injuries to the extremities in order to minimize post traumatic and post
treatment complications and optimize functional recovery most of the chapters are based on the
unique experience gained in the treatment of military personnel who have suffered modern combat
trauma and civilian victims of terror attacks at a single large level 1 trauma center the remaining
chapters present the experience of leading international authorities in trauma and reconstructive
surgery a staged treatment protocol is presented ranging from primary damage control through to
definitive functional limb reconstruction the organization of medical aid anesthesiology diagnostic
imaging infection prophylaxis and management of complications are reviewed and a special chapter is
devoted to the challenging dilemma of limb salvage versus amputation in the treatment of limbs at risk
Benn's Media 2006 vols for 1970 71 includes manufacturers catalogs
Computerworld 1988-01-18 ������������������� ������� ����������������������
���������
Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and Trademark Office 1985 this book tells the
fascinating millennia long story of peoples around the world who have claimed an israelite identity
and history
Scenes of Lamentation 2021-04-16 agritourism describes the activity of holiday making in rural
areas specifically for those seeking a rural experience activities can include wine tours outdoor
sports participation in the rural lifestyle and local community enjoyment of the natural environment
and the opportunity to enjoy truly locally produced food agritourism forms a significant proportion
of the tourism sector and its growth is set to continue in both developed and developing countries the
authors present the depth and variety of agritourism practiced around the world and cover all
aspects of the economics and organization of agritourism topics discussed include agricultural
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economics rural development marketing rural policy different products and services available and the
characteristics of agritourists
The Legacy of Hans Jonas 2008-06-25 vols for 1970 71 includes manufacturers catalogs
Israeli Paratroopers 1954–2016 2018-10-18 �the author provides a thoughtfully explored wide
ranging description of the literature and concludes that followership deserves more attention than it
has in the past in focusing on followers as the chief producers of the phenomenon the book is one of the
few attempys to deviate from the common model of explaining leadership with reference to the leader�s
characteristics and action this creative and challenging book will be important to social
psychologists sociologists managers and political scientists � � d sydiaha choice �firmly grounded in
psychological knowledge based on detailed historical case studies highly readable and offering a
multitude of examples from many leadership spheres popper�s book offers a fresh and important
perspective from which to understand the phenomenon of leadership it is one of the very few attempts
to deviate from the extant paradigm of explaining leadership with reference to the leader�s
characteristics and actions and focus instead on the followers as the chief producers of the
phenomenon this perspective challenges some of the basic assumptions on which current practices of
leader selection and training are based � � boas shamir hebrew university israel why are we attracted
to leaders does this attraction have universal origins or is it culture bound why and how are certain
concepts and myths regarding leaders generated analysing the psychology of followers this unique
book explores these important questions micha popper expertly offers new and surprising insights
regarding the leadership phenomenon whilst providing relevant examples this inspiring book posits that
followers are the key to understanding the leadership phenomenon it analyses leader�follower
dynamics in social and organizational settings and in politics which will strongly appeal to students
of social psychology sociology management and political sciences the book provides examples and in
depth analyses of �the psychology of followership in everyday life� and will therefore prove
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invaluable for managers a special emphasis is given to leader�follower dynamics at various levels of
organizational life
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Construction 1980 however smart they are from a social perspective
children do not really count until maturity then all of a sudden society expects responsibility
independence and in particular commitment this viewpoint shared by so many children and young people
today is the basis of much disaffection among youth this miscalculation and how to combat it is the
major theme of this book the social qualities expected of young people do not come to them
automatically children need to be guided through social experiences to develop responsibility and
commitment the most effective way to inculcate these qualities is to involve children through their
active participation in their education and welfare the book reviews the theoretical framework for
participation by children and young people and discusses fields of practice where participation is of
great importance including local youth policy education and professional youth care micha de winter
is a professor of child care and in this book he draws on his many years of experience to produce a
work which is authoritative inspiring and convincing children as fellow citizens is essential reading for
those involved in youth and social policy educators and social scientists as well as social service
and health care professionals
Armed Conflict Injuries to the Extremities 2011-04-28 transcending 20th century notions of race
and culture pe�a s work succeeds in simultaneously touching our hearts stimulating our minds and
examining our society david henry hwang christopher oscar pe�a is a latinx american playwright and
screenwriter whose works frequently focus on stories that deal with bicultural identities sexuality
and growing up in the modern world in this first collected works three of his plays are brought
together with an introduction by director mark armstrong together they offer a progressive and
formally inventive collection of work to inspire theatre makers actors and students alike how to
make an american son a model immigrant and business mogul honduran born mando s cleaning empire is
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bracing for a downturn at the exact same moment when he must rein in his over privileged american son
orlando a moving coming of age comedy about the complexities of privilege citizenship sexual identity
and the most complex relationship of all family the strangers cris returns to a place he once used to
know only to find a world he no longer recognizes as he connects with a new stranger tasked to
show him around town an unexpected spark challenges all of cris preconceived notions a cautionary
tail first generation chinese americans growing up in new york city siblings vivienne and luke confront
their confused tangle of family their diverse array of friends and their rampant sexuality in our digital
age how can they navigate the traditional expectations of their mother with their american culture
of individuality
Thomas Register of American Manufacturers 2003 in this study of vernacular french narrative from
the twelfth century through the later middle ages first published in 2000 donald maddox considers
the construction of identity in a wide range of fictions he focuses on crucial encounters widespread in
medieval literature in which characters are informed about fundamental aspects of their own
circumstances and selfhood these always arresting and highly significant moments of specular
encounter are examined in numerous old and middle french romances hagiographic texts epics and brief
narratives maddox discloses the key role of identity in an original reading of the lais of marie de france
as a unified collection as well as in arthurian literature fictions of the courtly tryst genealogies
and medieval family romance the study offers many new perspectives on the poetic and cultural
implications of identity as an imaginary construct during the long formative period of french
literature
���������������� 2021-05 seeking to extend the debate on the diversity of democracy this book
provides the reader with a comprehensive account of how two different global actors the european
union and the world social forum respond to the challenges of globalization with various models of
democracy and modes of cooperation at the transnational level analysing eu democracy assistance in
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the eu s neighbourhood fiedlschuster sheds light on the complex relationship between the eu and civil
society although the eu perceives a vital civil society as crucial for democracy its mix of a
governance approach with deliberative and participatory democracy will unlikely result in a citizen
centred democracy the book also provides a compelling account of the world social forum and its
participants interviewed for this work attempt to answer one of the challenges of contemporary
globalization how can civil society pursue democratically global social change fiedlschuster
skilfully deploys various sociological approaches not only to analyse concepts and practices of
democracy by transnational activists but also to throw light on the tensions between democratic
idealism and anti democratic tendencies in the forum this book will be of wide interest to students and
academics including those working within political sociology european union politics and
globalization
The Report: Kuwait 2010 2012 this open access book lncs 13353 constitutes the proceedings of the
7th international conference on electronic voting e vote id 2022 held in bregenz austria in october
2022 the 10 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 39 submissions the
conference collected the most relevant debates on the development of electronic voting from aspects
relating to security and usability through to practical experiences and applications of voting
systems also including legal social or political aspects amongst others
The Report: Kuwait 2012 2022-03-17 directed since its inception in 1978 by val bourne the dance
umbrella festival has long been an integral part in the development of british dance and has become a
major landmark on the international circuit this history charts the festival s fortunes over two
decades highlighting not only the programming and performances but also the regional and touring
projects the adminstrative and marketing schemes and the initiatives related to music film and design
with illustrations by celebrated dance photographers the book also includes detailed information on
the programmes management and staff of the festival this book will prove essential reading for anyone
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interested in the current dance scene for the story of dance umbrella not only reflects the changing
world of dance but shows the festival as an active player in creating that history book jacket title
summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved
The Myth of the Twelve Tribes of Israel 2009
Agritourism 2010
The Report: Bahrain 2010 1997
Thomas Register of American Manufacturers and Thomas Register Catalog File 2010
The Report: Gabon 2010 2012-01-01
Fact and Fantasy about Leadership 2018-04-19
Children 2024-04-18
christopher oscar pe�a: Three Plays 2000-11-23
Fictions of Identity in Medieval France 2018-02-16
Globalization, EU Democracy Assistance and the World Social Forum 2022
Electronic Voting 2012-10
The Report 2002
Hotels 2000
Dance Umbrella 2009
The Report: Brunei Darussalam 2009 1994
The New York Times Index 2008
Hotels Investment Outlook 1985
Investors Chronicle
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